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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2018012988A1] The invention refers to a construction set for covering a substrate, in particular floor substrate, comprising plate elements
for covering the substrate and connecting elements for joining together the adjacent plate elements, while maintaining a fixed distance between
them to form a dilatation gap, characterized in that the connecting elements (2) comprise at least two, located on a base (3), assembly protrusions
(4) seated in the adjacent connected plate elements (1) equipped on their substrate side, along at least two opposing side edges, on at least part
of their length, in equal distance therefrom, with assembly ducts (7) of similar a cross-section, with the connecting elements (2) joining the adjacent
plate elements (1) seated therein, by means of the assembly protrusions (4), wherein when the plate elements (1 ) are provided only with assembly
ducts (7) parallel to each other and located only along two opposing side edges of plate elements, then these elements optionally comprise also the
assembly holes (8) located by the edges without the assembly ducts (7), in which holes (8), at least some of them, assembly protrusions (4) of the
connecting elements are seated.
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